
Everyday volatility and uncertainty demand quick action.

Let’s face it. Staying ahead in today’s fast-paced world is tough business. A customer alters their order. A supplier 

is late with their delivery. A pandemic shuts down parts of your supply chain. Life doesn’t wait. Neither should 

your supply chain. But if you’re still using slow, sequential planning, odds are you’re being forced to make critical 

decisions in the dark. That’s because in the hours, days and weeks it took for you to re-evaluate plans, reality has 

changed. It doesn’t have to be that way. You can go from Excel to advanced planning in as few as 12 weeks, using 

the same powerful planning platform as P&G, Merck and more!

Agility to plan for all futures
Intelligently control your integrated business planning  
and digital supply chain
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We care about people, profitability and the planet.
A recognized global leader in supply chain management software, we’re a trusted and proven partner for your 

digital supply chain transformation. Our culture is centered on the mantra that people matter, and it shows in 

everything we do. We’re all about empowering supply chain practitioners, business leaders and IT professionals 

to make fast, confident decisions. Decisions that improve the bottom line, make better use of resources and 

let everyone get home on time. We care deeply about the well-being of people and the sustainability of our 

planet. Backed by our global offices, a robust partner ecosystem including system integrators, value-added 

resellers, solution extension developers and more, and customers in more than 75 countries, our cloud-based 

RapidResponse® platform is the only one capable of delivering the visibility, agility and efficiency you need to get 

ahead. Don’t believe it? Ask us to prove it.

Know sooner.
Break down silos, 

eliminate redundancies 

and cultivate trust with 

end-to-end visibility 

across your supply chain 

network.

Act faster.
Embrace volatility, build 

resiliency and seize 

opportunities with 

the agility required to 

handle whatever comes 

your way.

Remove waste.
Leverage AI, machine 

learning and prescriptive 

automation to maximize 

efficiency and eradicate 

wasted time, resources 

and talent.
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I believe we will get to our vision using RapidResponse faster than with 

any other supply chain software. 

DWAYNE KELLEY

HEAD OF SUPPLY CHAIN, ON SEMICONDUCTOR

Fast, confident decisions in an unpredictable world.
Trusted by innovative brands and recognized as a leader by analysts like Gartner, IDC, Nucleus Research, Ventana 

Research and more, Kinaxis® delivers the agility to make fast, confident decisions across integrated business planning 

and your end-to-end digital supply chain from planning through execution. We combine human and artificial 

intelligence with our unique concurrent planning technique so you can plan better, live better and change the world.



Not your grandfather’s planning platform
S&OP/IBP, demand, supply, inventory, control tower – start from anywhere and grow the way you want. Cloud-based 

and extensible, our RapidResponse platform is easily scalable and delivers the capabilities you need to grow and 

succeed. Extend the value of your ERP systems, like SAP or Oracle, all without needing any bolted-on modules.

 y Proof not PowerPoint: Adopt proven, scalable, real-

world solutions built on proof, not empty promises, 

and trusted by industry-leading companies.

 y Realize immediate value: Go from Excel to 

advanced planning in as few as 12 weeks with 

Kinaxis Planning One™, our tailorable foundational 

package based on best-practice configuration that 

you can seamlessly expand over time with no loss  

of investment.

 y Unlimited agility by design: Plan, monitor and 

respond instantly to changes with what-next 

scenarios that let you manage volatility without 

misalignment.

 y Accelerate intuition: Intelligently automate the 

mundane and solve real-world problems faster 

with easy-to-interpret recommendations based on 

AI and machine learning. 

 y People matter here: Empower everyone to apply 

judgment, democratize insights and streamline 

enterprise collaboration.

 y Always synchronized: Align end-to-end functions 

with concurrent planning to remove silos, 

maximize resources and rapidly understand the 

outcome of plans.



Become part of something larger
Unlike other supply chain planning software providers, our focus is on one thing – empowering you. Our 

customers are some of the most enthusiastic in the world. So are our staff and partners. Our services team goes 

above and beyond to help you reach your goals by delivering real value, fast.

With Kinaxis, you’re joining a community of passionate, like-minded people who are working together to co-create 

the future of planning.

Need more information?
Visit www.kinaxis.com or contact us today at info@kinaxis.com to see how you can start making confident 

planning decisions with ease.
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Happier customers
Cut manufacturing  

lead times by 20%

Better efficiency
Trim finished goods  

inventory by 33%

Faster decision-making
Shorten planning cycles  

by 57%

Say goodbye to silos
The ‘60s called. They want their supply chain planning 

processes back. Ditch the slow, sequential, siloed 

planning of the past and bring your supply chain into 

the future. Our unique concurrent planning technique 

harmonizes data, processes and people to collapse 

decision-making time, break down organizational 

boundaries and dynamically balance the end-to-end 

network. If one person makes a change, everyone else 

instantly understands the impact on themselves, their 

team and the organization as a whole.
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